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NetworkFuji TV
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Runtime:25 min2016 -    2016 (Ended)
Genres:Anime
Network:Fuji TV
ERASED is a Japanese anime series which aired on Fuji TV. The series premiered on January 8, 2016.
 
 Struggling manga author Satoru Fujinuma is beset by his fear to express himself. However, he has a supernatural ability of being forced to prevent deaths and catastrophes by being sent back in time before the incident occurred, repeating time until the accident is prevented. One day, he gets involved in an accident that has him framed as a murderer. Desperate to save the victim, he sends himself back in time only to find himself as a grade-schooler one month before fellow classmate Kayo Hinazuki went missing. Satoru now embarks on a new quest: to save Kayo and solve the mystery behind her disappearance.
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Actors
[image: Sachiko Fujinuma (voice)]17 votes

Sachiko Fujinuma (voice)
Minami Takayama


[image: Kayo Hinazuki (voice)]7 votes

Kayo Hinazuki (voice)
Aoi Yūki


[image: 10-year-old Satoru Fujinuma (voice)]6 votes

10-year-old Satoru Fujinuma (voice)
Tao Tsuchiya
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29-year-old Satoru Fujinuma (voice)
Shinnosuke Mitsushima


[image: Kenya Kobayashi (voice)]1 vote

Kenya Kobayashi (voice)
You Taichi


[image: Airi Katagiri (voice)]0 votes

Airi Katagiri (voice)
Chinatsu Akasaki
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Season 1
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series ERASED.
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Tokyo Ghoul
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Attack on Titan
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Death Parade
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Death Note
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Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood
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Steins;Gate
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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